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Discrimination and Harassment Policy

I. Statement of Basis and Purpose

Siena College is committed to promoting a learning and working environment where discrimination and harassment is not tolerated. This policy shall apply regardless of race, color, religion, creed, ethnicity, national origin, gender, age, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, familial status, veteran status, disability, predisposing genetic characteristics, domestic violence victim status, or other basis identified in federal or state law. Acts of discrimination and harassment, which are offenses directed against persons because of their identification with one of these categories, are prohibited under this policy. This policy prohibits discrimination and harassment in all College programs and activities. Conduct prohibited by this policy also may violate laws enforced through the public criminal justice system. Individuals may decide to utilize both this policy and the public criminal justice system, simultaneously, to address covered conduct. Siena College proceedings that involve alleged violations of this policy will be conducted through a process that is prompt, equitable, fair, impartial, and provides adequate notice and a meaningful opportunity to be heard.

This policy applies to conduct involving students, employees, or third parties (e.g., contractors, alumni, visitors) that: (a) occurs on College property, (b) takes place in any College-sponsored program or activity such as travel, research or internship programs or (c) when such conduct may have a continuing adverse effect or could create a hostile environment on campus. This policy also applies to student conduct that occurs off College property.

Our commitment is rooted in the Franciscan and Catholic tradition, which affirms the unique worth of each person and shares a commitment to building a world that is more just, peaceable, and humane. The dignity of the individual should never be violated in any way, and the college community views, with seriousness, violations of this policy against any person.

Accordingly, Siena College is committed to:

- Defining conduct that constitutes discrimination and harassment
- Providing clear reporting options for all members of our campus and visitors following disclosing a violation of this policy
- Promptly responding to and investigating allegations of discrimination and harassment, including taking steps to eliminate a hostile environment if one has been created and prevent the recurrence of future incidents of discrimination and harassment. The College’s response may include pursuing disciplinary action when appropriate, referring the incident to local authorities when appropriate, and taking action to investigate and address any allegations of retaliation
- Providing ongoing assistance and support to members of our campus who file complaints of discrimination and harassment
- Providing awareness and prevention information on discrimination and harassment, including disseminating our policies, implementing training, and educational programs for all College constituents

II. Title VII and the Title IX Coordinator and Equal Opportunity Specialist (EOS) Responsibilities
A. Siena College’s Title IX Coordinator/EOS has primary responsibility for coordinating the College’s efforts to comply with and carry out its responsibilities under Title VII and Title IX which prohibits discrimination in all of the College’s programs and activities, as well as retaliation for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by Title VII and Title IX.

B. The Title IX Coordinator/EOS oversees the College’s response to reports and complaints that involve possible discrimination and harassment, to monitor outcomes, identify and address any patterns, and assess effects on the campus climate, so the College can address issues that affect the wider College community.

C. An individual should contact the Title IX Coordinator/EOS in order to:
   - Seek information or training about rights and courses of action available to resolve reports or complaints that involve potential violations of this policy
   - Make a report that involves potential violations of this policy
   - Get information about available resources (including confidential resources) and support services relating to discrimination and harassment
   - Ask questions about the College’s policies and procedures related to discrimination and harassment

D. The Title IX Coordinator /EOS at Siena College is:
   Lois Goland, JD
   Sarazen Student Union Room 235
   Siena College
   515 Loudon Road
   Loudonville, NY 12211-1462
   518-782-6673
   lgoland@siena.edu

E. The following individuals serve as Deputy Title IX/EOS Coordinators, Title IX/EOS Investigators or Title IX/EOS Advisors and Educators
   1. Deputy Title IX/EOS Coordinators:
      John Bebb, Senior Deputy Title IX Coordinator
      Associate Dean of Students
      Student Specialist for Compliance/Education and Investigations
      Sarazen Student Union Room 302
      518-783-2328
      jbebb@siena.edu

      Jabrina Robinson, JD, Deputy for Students
      Dean of Students
      Assists with Education and Investigations
      Sarazen Student Union Room 302
      518-783-2328
      jrobinson@siena.edu

      TBD, Deputy for Employees
      Assists with Education and Investigations

   2. Title IX/EOS Advisors and Educators:
      Jennifer Dorsey, Ph.D.
3. Title IX/EOS Investigators:
Ron Matos, Associate Director of Public Safety
Hines Hall East Wing First Floor
783 2376
rmatos@siena.edu

Michael Hicks
Assistant Director of Public Safety
Hines Hall East Wing First Floor
783-2376

III. Terminology

Definition of Protected Class Groups: Protected class groups are groups of individuals protected from discrimination and harassment. The following protected class groups are legally protected either by Federal or New York State law.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal Protected Categories:</th>
<th>New York State Protected Categories:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability</td>
<td>Race</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Siena College includes all of these protected categories and also includes gender identity as a category it protects for staff, faculty, students and administrators.

IV. Legal and Behavioral Definitions of Discrimination and Harassment

A. Discrimination: Discrimination is adverse treatment of any staff, faculty, student, and administrator based on the protected class or category of persons to whom he/she belongs, rather than on the basis of his/her individual merit, with respect to the terms, conditions, or privileges of employment or academic standing.

Federal and State Law: Under Federal and New York State laws, it is illegal to discriminate against individuals, including:

- Recruitment and selection
- Compensation, assignment, or classification of individuals
- Transfer, promotion, layoff, or recall
- Job advertisements
- Testing
- Use of campus facilities
- Training and apprenticeship programs
- Fringe benefits
- Pay, retirement plans, and disability leave or
- Other terms and conditions of employment or academic standing
- Retaliation against an individual for filing a charge of discrimination, participating in an investigation, or opposing discriminatory practices
- Employment/academic decisions based on stereotypes or assumptions about the abilities, traits, or performance of individuals of a certain sex, race, age, sexual orientation, religion, or ethnic group, or individuals with disabilities, and denying employment or academic opportunities to a person because of marriage to, or association with, an individual of a particular race, religion, national origin, an individual with a disability, or other protected category.
B. **Harassment:** Harassment is unwelcome verbal or physical conduct prohibited by law directed toward, or differential treatment of, an employee or student because of his/her membership in any Federal or New York State protected group or on any other prohibited basis.

Harassment becomes unlawful when:
1. Enduring the offensive conduct becomes a condition of continued employment/academic standing, or
2. The conduct is severe or pervasive enough to create a work/learning environment that a reasonable person would consider intimidating, hostile or abusive.

Examples of harassment based on protected categories include, but are not limited to:
- Racial slurs or epithets
- Treating an individual differently because of the individual’s race, sexual orientation, national origin, sex, religion, or other protected categories
- Unwelcome sexual advances
- Sexual innuendoes, comments, and sexual remarks
- Racial and sexual graffiti
- Telling jokes pertaining to protected categories
- Suggestive, obscene, or insulting sounds
- Posters, email, cartoons, pictures displayed in the work area that creates an offensive and intimidating environment
- Implied or expressed threat of reprisal for refusal to comply with a sexual request
- Patting, pinching, brushing up against another’s body
- Engaging in threatening, intimidating or hostile acts towards an individual because that individual belongs to or is associated with any protected categories
- Electronic transmission of derogatory, demeaning, or hostile materials

C. **Work/Learning Environments:** A hostile work/learning environment results from harassing conduct that has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an employee’s work or student’s learning, and creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment.

A hostile work/learning environment may exist when verbal and/or nonverbal behavior in the campus/workplace:
- Occurs because of an individual being a member of a protected class (e.g., sex, race, sexual orientation, age).
- Is unwanted or unwelcome.
- Is severe or pervasive enough to unreasonably impact the employee’s work or student’s learning.

D. **Third Party Harassment:** The individual to whom the harassing conduct is aimed is not the only person who can complain about the harassment. Third parties may complain when the harassment directed at others adversely affects the other person’s work/learning environment. Third parties may also complain when offensive conduct, even if it is consensual between the parties involved, is creating a hostile work/learning environment for the third party.

V. **Definitions**
A. **Definition of Employee Consensual Relationships**
Siena College does not intrude upon private choices regarding personal relationships when these relationships do not violate the policies of the College, cause harm to the safety and wellbeing of members of campus community, or increase the risk of harm to the safety and wellbeing of members of campus community.

Should an employee be found in violation of the consensual relationship policy and charges of sexual harassment are made, it shall not be a defense to allege that the relationship was consensual in any proceeding brought under these procedures.

1. With other employees:
   Consensual romantic or sexual relationships in which one employee retains a direct supervisory or evaluative role over another employee are unethical, create a risk for real or perceived coercion, and are expressly a violation of this policy. Therefore, persons with direct supervisory and/or evaluative responsibilities who are involved in such relationships must bring those relationships to the attention of their supervisor, and will likely result in the necessity to remove the employee from the supervisory and/or evaluative responsibilities.

2. With students:
   Unique relationships exist between students and certain employees of the College, such as faculty members, administrators and staff who serve in such roles as educator, counselor, evaluator, advisor, or who exercise other types of control over students. Given the possibility that abuse of this relationship or the appearance of abuse may occur, the College views it as unacceptable if faculty members or other instructional personnel, administrators, or staff members engage in amorous relationships with students enrolled in their classes or subject to their supervision, control, or authority, even when both parties appear to have consented to the relationship.

B. **Definition of Complainant**
“Complainant” shall mean a student or employee who has reported discrimination or harassment. In some instances, the College may serve as the Complainant (see “complaints filed by the College” in Section X – Investigation by Siena College of this policy).

C. **Definitions of Accused and Respondent**
1. “Accused” shall mean a person accused of a violation under this policy who has not yet entered the College’s conduct process. A person accused under this policy who is not a student or employee of Siena or whose identity is unknown shall also be referred to as accused.

2. A “Respondent” shall mean a person accused of a violation who has entered the College’s conduct process.

D. **Definition of Reporting Individual**
“Reporting Individual” shall encompass the terms Complainant, witness, and any other term used to reference an individual who brings forth a report of a violation.

E. **Definition of Witness**
A “witness” is defined as an individual who has knowledge of facts that may be relevant to the resolution of an allegation.

F. **Definition of Bystander**
A “bystander” shall mean a person who observes a crime, impending crime, conflict, potentially violent or violent behavior, or conduct that is in violation of rules or policies of the College.

G. **Definition of Review Panel**
The review panel consists of faculty, staff and administrators selected from the Siena College community. The review panel makes a determination of responsible or not responsible and makes sanctioning recommendations in formal meeting. These panel members have been trained in the College’s Discrimination and Harassment Policy and procedures, case review, and adjudication. To serve on a review panel the member must have had no conflict with the presented case.

VI. **Immediate Assistance in Cases of Discrimination and Harassment**

Students, faculty, staff, administrators, and visitors at Siena College who experience any form of discrimination or harassment on or off-campus (including Siena-sponsored trips and events) are strongly encouraged to immediately report the incident by contacting Siena College’s Department of Public Safety (518-783-2376 or 518-783-2999), which is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Campus public safety officers can also assist the Complainant with filing a complaint both on and off campus, and in obtaining counseling and other services.

VII. **Choice of Actions in Response to Discrimination and Harassment**

Options in General: Complainants have many options that can be pursued simultaneously, including one of the following:

A. **Confidentially disclose a violation** to the Center for Counseling and Student Development, Health Services, the Office of the College Chaplain and Siena College Friars. Confidential resources can share options and advice without any obligation to tell anyone, and will not share information without the consent of the Complainant.

B. **Anonymously disclose a crime or violation** to the Public Safety anonymous tip line: www.siena.edu/anonymous. The College may have a duty to investigate anonymous disclosures to the extent possible, based on the information disclosed.

C. **Submit a Bias Related Incident Report online**. (Private, Not Confidential): www.siena.edu/biasreport

D. **Make a report to a College Official/Responsible Employee**:
Complainants have the right of privacy when reporting to College Officials/Responsible Employees, to the extent possible under the circumstances. However information must be shared with other administrators who have a need to know. (Private, Not Confidential)

- Public Safety (Private, Not Confidential)
- Title IX Coordinator/EOS (Private, Not Confidential)
- Deputy Title IX Coordinators (Private, Not Confidential)

VIII. **Reporting**
A. Confidentiality and Confidential Resources:
At Siena College, the following is the list of Confidential Resources:
   Counseling Center: 518-783-2342
   Health Services: 518-783-2554
   Office of the College Chaplain and Siena College Friars: 518-783-2332

These are the only Siena College employees who can offer legally protected confidentiality. These individuals are not required to report any information about an incident to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS without a Complainant’s permission. While professional counselors will maintain an individual’s confidentiality vis-à-vis the College, they may have reporting or other obligations under New York State law, e.g., mandatory reporting to law enforcement in case of minors, imminent harm to self or others.

An individual who speaks to a professional and/or pastoral counselor in these specific roles must understand that, if the individual wants to maintain confidentiality, the College will be unable to conduct an investigation into particular incidents or pursue disciplinary action against the alleged Respondent.

Confidential resources may assist individuals in receiving other necessary protection and support, such as advocacy, academic support or accommodations, disability, health and mental health services, changes in residence halls, working and course schedules in coordination with the Title IX Coordinator/EOS.

Individuals who initially request confidentiality may later decide to file a complaint with the College and thus have the incident investigated. These counselors will provide the individual with assistance in contacting the Title IX Coordinator/EOS if the individual wishes to do so.

B. Privacy/Non-Confidential:
Privacy may be offered by an individual when such individual is unable to offer confidentiality under the law but shall still not disclose information learned from a reporting individual or bystander to a crime or incident more than necessary to comply with this and other applicable laws, including informing appropriate college officials.

Even college offices and employees who cannot guarantee confidentiality will maintain your privacy to the greatest extent possible. The information you provide to a non-confidential resource will be relayed only as necessary for the Title IX Coordinator/EOS to investigate and/or seek a resolution.

C. Duty To Report By Responsible Employees:
“Responsible Employees” have a duty to report incidents of discrimination and harassment, including all relevant details, to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS. A “responsible” employee is a Siena College employee who has the authority to redress discrimination and harassment or sexual misconduct, who has the duty to report incidents of discrimination and harassment or sexual misconduct, or who a student could reasonably believe has the authority or duty. Such employees are not permitted under any circumstances to maintain a Complainant’s confidentiality.

Siena has designated all Faculty, Staff, and Administrators, with the exception of those serving in their role as a confidential resource, as responsible employees.
Immediately upon learning of potential campus discrimination or harassment, any employee with a duty to report violations of this policy who receives a complaint of discrimination or harassment or who observes or learns of conduct that is reasonably believed to be in violation of this policy, is required to report the alleged conduct to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS and/or Public Safety who will take appropriate action to address the report.

A responsible employee must report to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS and/or Public Safety all relevant details about the alleged discrimination or harassment shared by the Complainant and that the College will need to determine what happened, including the names of the Complainant and alleged Respondent, any witnesses and any additional relevant information, including the date, time, and specific location of the alleged incident.

D. Anonymous Reporting:
If a Complainant self-identifies but asks to remain anonymous during the investigation, the Title IX Coordinator/EOS will consider how to proceed, taking into account the Complainant’s wishes, the College’s commitment to provide a safe environment, and the Respondent’s right to have specific notice of the allegations if the College were to take action that affects the Respondent.

E. Welfare of the Community (Amnesty) Policy:
The health and safety of every student at Siena College is of utmost importance. Siena College recognizes that students who have been drinking and/or using drugs (whether such use is voluntary or involuntary) at the time that violence, including but not limited to discrimination, harassment, domestic violence, dating violence, stalking, or sexual assault occurs may be hesitant to report such incidents due to fear of potential consequences for their own conduct. Siena College strongly encourages students to report discrimination, harassment, domestic violence, dating violence, stalking, or sexual assault to College officials. A bystander acting in good faith or a reporting individual acting in good faith who discloses any incident of discrimination, harassment, domestic violence, dating violence, stalking or sexual assault to College officials or law enforcement will not be subject to Siena’s code of conduct action for violations of alcohol and/or drug use policies occurring at or near the time of the commission of the discrimination, harassment, domestic violence, dating violence, stalking, or sexual assault.

This policy may also be applied, but not limited to: alcohol or drug related incidents, or situations of vandalism and damage. The policy only applies to the College’s Student Code of Conduct and has no status in other jurisdictions such as local or state courts.

F. Exception to Obligation to Investigate:
If an individual discloses information through a public awareness event such as candlelight vigils, protests, or other public event, the College is not obligated to begin an investigation based on such information. The College may use the information provided at such an event to inform efforts for additional education and prevention efforts.

G. Interim Measures:
Upon receipt of a report, the Title IX Coordinator/EOS may provide reasonable and appropriate interim measures designed to preserve the Complainant’s educational experience, the safety of all parties and the broader campus community, maintain the integrity of the investigative and/or resolution process, and deter retaliation. The Title IX Coordinator/EOS may provide interim measures regardless of whether the Complainant seeks formal
disciplinary action. The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will work collaboratively with the Dean of Students, Assistant Vice President for Human Resources, and Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs in providing interim measures.

Interim measures may include, but are not limited to:
- Access to counseling services and assistance in arranging an initial appointment.
- Rescheduling of exams and assignments
- Change in class schedule
- Change in work schedule or job assignment
- Change in housing
- Imposition of an on-campus “no contact order,” an administrative remedy designed to curtail contact and communications between two or more individuals
- Providing the Complainant assistance with filing a criminal complaint and seeking an order of protection
- Other remedies that can be used to achieve the goals of this policy, i.e. interim suspension or campus restriction pending the outcome of the investigation/process

IX. Filing a Complaint

A. Investigation By Siena College:
1. All reports and complaints of discrimination and harassment should be filed with the Title IX Coordinator/EOS, Public Safety or Deputy Coordinator as soon as possible after the incident(s) occurred or in a timely manner. While Complainants are welcome to file a report or complaint at any time, Complainants are encouraged to come forward as soon as possible because a delay in reporting or making a complaint may impact the effectiveness of the investigation. Delays in reporting may impair the College’s ability to investigate due to, but not limited to, fading memories and the availability of witnesses and evidence.

2. Complainants and Respondents may use an advisor of their choice (including legal counsel) at each point in these proceedings. The advisor may serve only in an advisory role and may not directly represent either party.

3. Upon receiving information of an alleged violation of this policy, either the Title IX Coordinator/EOS, Public Safety Investigators, a Deputy Coordinator, or a combination of these individuals will conduct an investigation (interview parties, take or receive statements).

4. If the reporting witness or Complainant chooses to pursue action under this policy, s/he shall make a written statement (which can be either written by the Complainant or dictated and ascribed to) regarding the discrimination and harassment complaint.

5. A reporting witness or Complainant may choose to withdraw a complaint and/or involvement from the College process at any time.

B. Complaints Filed By The College:
The Title IX Coordinator/EOS or Deputy Coordinator may file a complaint through these procedures against any individual s/he has a reason to believe has engaged in conduct in violation of this policy where doing so is deemed appropriate. By way of example but not
limitation, where it appears that the individual may have engaged in a pattern of conduct in violation of this policy, based upon the number of complaints filed against the individual previously, and resolved through informal intervention.

Additionally, often individuals are reluctant to pursue the remedies provided in this policy even when the individual perceives they have been subjected to conduct prohibited by this policy. Should the Title IX Coordinator/EOS or Deputy Coordinator become aware of conduct potentially in violation of this policy, even if the person potentially subject to such conduct has not reported it or is unwilling to pursue a complaint, the College may conduct an investigation, as appropriate, and take any necessary action. In such cases the Title IX Coordinator/EOS will convene an ad hoc advisory group of three (3) Deputy Coordinators to review the investigative report. If, after review, the ad hoc advisory group unanimously determines that there is not enough evidence to support a complaint, one will not be filed by the College and the investigation will close. Otherwise, a complaint will be filed by the College.

When the reporting party is not a student or employee, the College will serve as the Complainant throughout the Resolution process.

C. Reporting Retaliation:
Individuals may file a complaint with the Title IX Coordinator/EOS if they have been retaliated against for reporting discrimination, harassment, assisting someone in making such a report, or participating in any manner in an investigation or resolution of a discrimination or harassment complaint. All retaliation complaints will be investigated in accordance with the investigation procedures set forth in this policy and individuals who have been found to have engaged in retaliation will be subject to disciplinary action through the student code of conduct or employee disciplinary procedures.

X. Resolution

A. Informal Resolution:
Individuals may seek an informal resolution to end nonviolent conduct that the person believes violated this policy. These interventions include negotiation, shuttle diplomacy, mediation, and restorative justice. Negotiation, shuttle diplomacy, and mediation will not be used in cases that involve any form of violence.

If the Respondent confirms the allegations and acknowledges responsibility for his/her actions, the Title IX Coordinator/EOS and/or Deputy Coordinator, in consultation with the Complainant and other designated College officials, will determine the most appropriate course of action.

If the Complainant is not in agreement with the outcome of the informal intervention process or chooses to end it and proceed to the formal process, if the issue cannot be resolved informally, or if the Title IX Coordinator/EOS or Deputy Coordinator determines that additional inquiry is still appropriate, the Title IX Coordinator/EOS and/or Deputy Coordinator will commence the complaint process. Either party may end the informal resolution process at any time and proceed with the formal process.

B. Formal Resolution:
Siena College generally completes investigations within thirty (30) business days, absent extenuating circumstances. In certain circumstances the time frames may need to be extended (e.g., during July and August; students and faculty members are often not available, significant number of witnesses to interview, multiple allegations in a single complaint). However, every effort will be made to resolve cases as expeditiously as possible. The preponderance of evidence or “more likely than not” standard of review will be used during the investigatory process.

The Respondent shall be provided with a notice of complaint describing the date, time, location, and factual allegations, a reference to the specific policy violations alleged together with possible sanctions. Once presented with the notice of complaint, the Respondent has four (4) business days to formally accept or deny responsibility for the alleged behavior in writing. Failure to respond by the deadline will be treated as denial of responsibility and the formal process will proceed as outlined.

The Complainant and Respondent shall be advised periodically of the status of the investigation.

C. Investigation Report:
The Title IX Coordinator/EOS and/or Deputy Coordinator will prepare a written report following the completion of the investigation. Except in certain circumstances, the report should be completed within five (5) business days after the completion of the investigation. The report, at a minimum, must include a:

1. Summary of the complaint.
2. Summary of the response by the individual against whom the complaint was made.
3. Summary of the statements and evidence obtained during the investigation.
4. Summary of prior settlements or substantiated complaints against the Respondent.

D. Notice of Outcome of Investigation:
1. The Title IX Coordinator/EOS and/or the Deputy Coordinator will present a written notice of the outcome of the investigation to the Complainant and Respondent. This document shall consist of a summary of allegations, a summary of the evidence in support of the complaint, and specific areas of this policy that the Respondent is alleged to have violated.

2. Following a notice of outcome of the investigation, the Complainant and their advisor and the Respondent and their advisor may review a redacted copy of the investigation report. Following this review the Complainant and/or Respondent may provide an additional written response to be included in the materials for informal or formal resolution. Both the Complainant and Respondent may also submit a written impact statement to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS to be reviewed prior to deliberation of sanctions, if any. The Complainant and Respondent have ten (10) business days upon notification of the investigative report’s completion to review and submit a written response and impact statement.

E. Acceptance of Responsibility (Student):
1. If the Respondent accepts responsibility, the Title IX Coordinator/EOS or Deputy Coordinator shall convene a review panel of three (3) to review the case and make recommendations for sanction to the Associate Vice President for Student Life or designee. Generally, reviews should convene within fourteen (14) calendar days of when the Respondent accepted responsibility and the investigation is complete except for good cause, or by agreement of the parties. Written notice of the date, time, and location of the review will be provided to the Complainant and Respondent. Within three (3) business days of the completion of the case by a Review Panel, the recommended sanction(s), if any, shall be forwarded to the Associate Vice President for Student Life (AVPSL) or designee who may accept, amend or reject the sanctions. Any sanction takes into account the Respondent’s prior record and any prior complaints, as well as the severity of the incident and the outcome sought by the Complainant.

The Associate Vice President for Student Life (AVPSL) or designee will provide written notice of the outcome and sanction(s) to the Complainant, Respondent and Title IX Coordinator/EOS within seven (7) business days. The AVPSL or designee will make every effort to schedule notice simultaneously to these parties. All sanction(s), except for suspension, dismissal, or expulsion from the College will take effect immediately pending appeal. The sanction(s) shall become final five (5) business days after written notice of said findings are provided to the parties unless formal written appeal is submitted to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS. Failure to submit the appeal within five (5) business days waives the right of written appeal.

2. Student Appeal
If the Complainant or Respondent disagrees with the sanction, he/she may make a formal written appeal to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS. The Complainant and Respondent may submit an additional statement regarding the case within three (3) business days upon notification that either party has submitted an appeal. The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will convene a new three (3) person panel to review the sanction imposed and make a sanction recommendation to the Vice President for Student Life or designee. The Vice President for Student Life or designee has seven (7) business days to confirm, amend, or reject a recommendation(s). In cases where the Vice President amends or rejects the recommendation(s), the Vice President or designee will include in the file a rationale for the decision not to accept the recommendation(s). The Vice President for Student Life or designee will provide written notice of the outcome of the appeal to the Complainant, Respondent, and Title IX Coordinator/EOS. The Vice President for Student Life or designee will make every effort to schedule notice simultaneously to these parties. The decision of the Vice President for Student Life or designee is final.

F. Acceptance of Responsibility (Faculty, Staff or Administrator):
1. If the Respondent accepts responsibility, the Title IX Coordinator/EOS shall convene a review panel of three (3) to review the case and make recommendations for sanction to the Vice President or designee of the Respondent’s work assignment within three (3) business days of review completion. Generally, reviews should convene within fourteen (14) calendar days of when the Respondent accepted responsibility and the investigation is complete except for good cause, or by agreement of the parties. Written notice of the date, time, and location of the review will be provided to the Complainant and
Respondent. Any sanction takes into account the Respondent’s prior record and any prior complaints, as well as the severity of the incident and the outcome sought by the Complainant.

In cases where the Vice President or designee of the Respondent’s work assignment amends or rejects a recommendation, the Vice President or designee of the Respondent’s work assignment will include in the file a rationale for the decision not to accept the recommendation.

The Vice President or designee of the Respondent’s work assignment will send written notice to the Complainant, Respondent, Human Resources, and Title IX Coordinator/EOS of his/her decision regarding sanction(s) within seven (7) business days of receipt of the recommended sanctions. The Vice President or designee of the Respondent’s work assignment will make every effort to schedule notice simultaneously to these parties.

The sanction(s) shall become final five (5) business days after written notice of said findings was provided to the parties unless formal written appeal is submitted to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS. Failure to submit the appeal within five (5) business days waives the right of written appeal.

2. Staff and Administrator Appeal
   If the Complainant or Respondent disagrees with the sanction, he/she may make a formal written appeal to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS. The Complainant and Respondent may submit an additional statement regarding the case within three (3) business days upon notification that either party has submitted an appeal.
   The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will convene a new three (3) person panel to review the sanction imposed and make a sanction recommendation to a different Vice President as designated by the Title IX Coordinator/EOS within three (3) business days. The Vice President has seven (7) business days to confirm, amend or reject a recommendation(s). The Vice President’s sanction decision is final. The Vice President will provide written notice of the outcome of the appeal to the Complainant, Respondent, and Title IX Coordinator/EOS. The Vice President will make every effort to schedule notice simultaneously to these parties.

   In cases where the Vice President amends or rejects a recommendation, the Vice President will include in the file a rationale for the decision not to accept the recommendation.

3. Faculty Appeal
   Where a complaint is made against a faculty person and that faculty person is seeking the appeal, appellate review shall be provided through the Faculty Grievance Committee pursuant to the procedures in the Faculty Handbook. The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will provide written notice of the request for an appeal to the Complainant.

G. Denial of Responsibility:
   If the Respondent denies responsibility, a formal review panel will be convened.

   Formal Review:
Once a Respondent denies responsibility and the investigation is complete, the Title IX Coordinator/EOS will convene a three (3) person Review Panel. The purpose of the review is for the Review Panel to determine whether it is more likely than not that the facts established constitute a violation of this policy. The Panel will examine all testimony and documentary evidence it deems relevant, including the investigation report, where appropriate. Privacy and confidentiality shall be protected to the extent practicable, given the College’s need to administer the process.

- Generally, reviews should convene within fourteen (14) calendar days of when the Respondent denied responsibility and the investigation is complete except for good cause, or by agreement of the parties. Written notice of the date, time, and location of the review will be provided to the Complainant and Respondent.
- The Review Panel will render a finding regarding responsibility based on the evidence using a “preponderance of the evidence” standard, which reviews whether it is more likely than not that a violation of this Policy has or has not occurred. The panel will normally render a finding based upon unanimity. In those instances where unanimity is unavailable, a majority vote may be used to render the decision.

H. Hearing Outcome Notifications:
1. Within three (3) business days of the completion of the case by a Review Panel, the recommended finding(s) and sanction(s), if any, shall be forwarded to the Associate Vice President for Student Life (AVPSL) or designee who may accept, amend, or reject the findings and/or sanctions. The AVPSL or designee will provide written notice of the outcome and sanction(s), if any, to the Complainant, Respondent, and Title IX Coordinator/EOS within seven (7) business days. The AVPSL or designee will make every effort to schedule notice simultaneously to these parties.

2. Student Appeal
   All sanction(s), except for suspension, dismissal, or expulsion from the College will take effect immediately pending appeal and shall become final five (5) business days after written notice of said decision is sent to the Respondent unless a formal written appeal is submitted. Failure to submit the appeal within five (5) business days waives the right of written appeal.
   Complainant(s) or Respondent(s) may submit an appeal based on the findings. Appeals of the finding(s) of responsibility must be based on procedural error or new information that was not available at the time of the Formal Review, and could not have been produced by a reasonable effort. Complainant(s) and Respondent(s) may also appeal sanction(s) based on grounds that the sanction(s) imposed are disproportionate to the violation of policy that was found to have occurred. The Complainant(s) or Respondent(s) may make a formal appeal in writing to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS. The Complainant(s) and Respondent(s) may submit an additional statement within three (3) business days upon notification that either party has submitted an appeal.

The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will convene a new Review Panel of three (3) to review the case and make a recommendation to the Vice President for Student Life or designee whose decision is final.
The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will provide written notice to the Vice President for Student Life or designee of the findings of the Appellate Review Panel within three (3) business days of receipt of the findings.

The Vice President for Student Life or designee will provide written notice of the outcome of the appeal to the Complainant(s), Respondent(s), and Title IX Coordinator/EOS within seven (7) business days. The Vice President for Student Life or designee will make every effort to schedule notice simultaneously to these parties.

In cases where the Vice President for Student Life or designee amends or rejects a recommendation, they will include in the file a rationale for the decision not to accept the recommendation.

I. Hearing Outcome Notification: – Faculty, Staff or Administrator

1. Within three (3) business days of the completion of the review of the case by a Review Panel, the recommended finding(s) and sanction(s), if any, shall be forwarded to the Vice President or designee of the Respondent’s work assignment who may accept, amend, or reject the findings and/or sanctions. The Vice President or designee will provide written notice to the Complainant, Respondent, Human Resources, and Title IX Coordinator/EOS of his/her decision regarding findings and sanction(s) within seven (7) business days of receipt of the recommended findings and sanctions. The Vice President or designee will make every effort to schedule notice concurrently to these parties.

In cases where the AVPSL or a Vice-President (in the case of a faculty, staff, or administrator) or designees amends or rejects a recommended finding and/or sanction as presented by the Review Panel, the AVPSL or Vice President or designees will include in the file a written notice and rationale for the decision not to accept the recommendation.

2. Staff and Administrators Appeal:

The decision of appropriate Vice President or designee and sanction imposed shall become final five (5) business days after written notice of said decision was sent to the Respondent unless a formal written appeal is submitted to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS along with a copy to the appropriate Vice President or designee. Failure to submit the appeal within five (5) business days waives the right of written appeal. Complainant(s) or Respondent(s) may submit an appeal based on the findings. Appeals of the finding(s) of responsibility must be based on procedural error or new information that was not available at the time of the Formal Review, and could not have been produced by a reasonable effort. Complainant(s) and Respondent(s) may also appeal sanction(s) based on grounds that the sanction(s) imposed are disproportionate to the violation of policy that was found to have occurred. The Complainant(s) or Respondent(s) may make a formal appeal in writing to the Title IX Coordinator/EOS. The Complainant(s) and Respondent(s) may submit an additional statement within three (3) business days upon notification that either party has submitted an appeal.

The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will convene a new Review Panel of three (3) to review the case and make a recommendation to a different Vice President as designated by the Title IX Coordinator/EOS whose decision is final.
The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will provide written notice to the appropriate Vice President or designee of the findings of the Appellate Review Panel within three (3) business days of receipt of the findings.

The Vice President or designee will provide written notice to the Complainant(s), Respondent(s), Human Resources, and Title IX Coordinator/EOS of his/her decision regarding findings and sanction(s) within seven (7) business days of receipt of the recommended findings and sanctions. The Vice President or designee will make every effort to schedule notice simultaneously to these parties.

In cases where the Vice President amends or rejects a recommendation, they will include in the file a rationale for the decision not to accept the recommendation.

3. Faculty Appeal:
Where a complaint is made against a faculty person and that faculty person is seeking the appeal, appellate review shall be provided through the Faculty Grievance Committee pursuant to the procedures in the Faculty Handbook. The Title IX Coordinator/EOS will provide written notice of the request for an appeal to the Complainant.

J. Dispositions/Compliance Monitoring:
The Dean of Students or designee is responsible for monitoring student compliance, if applicable.

Written notification of findings that trigger monitoring responsibilities shall be provided to the person responsible for monitoring compliance. Other parties may be notified, as deemed necessary, to ensure compliance.

Failure to observe the terms and/or conditions of any informal resolution or sanctions imposed in formal resolutions constitutes grounds for new action under either the procedures outlined in this policy or those identified for addressing matters of student misconduct.

The Deputy Coordinator, in consultation with the Title IX Coordinator/EOS, the Complainant and/or person responsible for monitoring compliance, will determine which procedures shall be applied for investigation and response.

K. Dismissal of Tenured Faculty:
In cases where complaints against tenured faculty members are found to have merit and where dismissal is the decision, the Vice President for Academic Affairs shall provide a Notice of Termination to the tenured faculty member which shall be effective two (2) weeks after served or mailed to the Respondent, unless, during the two (2) week time frame, the Respondent submits a written request for a dismissal hearing by the Faculty Grievance Committee.

Upon the submission of a request for a dismissal hearing, the procedures set forth in the Faculty Handbook shall be followed.

Tenured faculty members shall have no additional appeal rights under this policy and procedures other than those provided under the Faculty Handbook.

L. Records of Complaints/Reports:
A copy of the investigation report and the final decision shall be maintained by the College and included in the Conduct or Human Resources file of the Respondent only if the determination concludes that the Respondent engaged in prohibited conduct. Complaints against students will be held in the Respondent’s file in accordance with the policy as stated in the Retention and Release of Student Disciplinary Records.

No record of a complaint is kept in the Complainant’s Human Resources file or student file unless the investigation concludes that the complaint was knowingly false and malicious.

The Title IX Coordinator/EOS shall keep a record of all reports and complaints made under the Discrimination and Harassment Policy, regardless of the outcome.

All documents prepared and maintained pursuant to the Discrimination and Harassment Policy and Procedures shall conform to all applicable governing law.

Record retention and release by the College shall be in conformance with applicable law and regulations.

XI. Annual Reporting
The Title IX Coordinator/EOS shall provide the President of the College and the Cabinet with an annual confidential report, detailing the number and disposition of different types of incidents, allegations, reports, and complaints of discrimination that have come to their attention each year. Information that could identify Complainants, or Respondents against whom no finding has been made, shall not be included. A summary may be provided to the College community so long as confidentiality of individuals’ identities is not breached. The President shall determine the propriety of a report to the entire College community.

XII. Resolution Through Other Means
Complainants and Respondents have the right to seek resolution through other sources, for example, the New York State Division of Human Rights, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or Office of Civil Rights of the United States Department of Education (1-800-421-3481).

XIII. Modifications
Final policy changes that are material to the policy and procedure are to be approved by the President, President's Cabinet, and Board of Trustees. However, modifications to the policy concerning changes in personnel shall only require approval of the President and the President’s Cabinet.

Last Modified: June 2018
Hate Crimes and Bias-related Incidents

I. Overview

Bias-related crime does occur on college campuses. Siena College’s commitment to diversity and respect, as two of our Franciscan values, shapes the College’s expectation that members of our community will strive to ensure that hate crimes and bias-related incidents do not happen.

Hate crimes and bias-related incidents involve behaviors that are motivated by hostility to race, religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity, national origin, gender, age, or disability. Bias-related incidents include those actions that are motivated by bias, but do not meet the necessary elements required to prove a crime. Acts of hate and bias may accompany crime through such actions as threats of violence, property damage, personal injury and other illegal conduct.

Bias-Related Incident: A bias-related incident is defined as behavior that constitutes an expression of hostility against the person or property of another because of the targeted person’s race, religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity, national origin, gender, age, or disability. Bias-related incidents include, but are not limited to, name calling and using degrading language or slurs directed toward a person because of his or her membership (or perceived membership) in a protected class.

Hate Crime: A person commits a hate crime when he or she commits a specified criminal offense as defined by the New York State Penal Law and either:

a. intentionally selects the person against whom the offense is committed or is intended to be committed in whole or in substantial part because of a belief or perception regarding the race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age, disability or sexual orientation of the person, regardless of whether the belief or perception is correct

b. intentionally commits the act or acts constituting the offense in whole or in part because of a belief or perception regarding the race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age, disability or sexual orientation of a person, regardless of whether the belief or perception is correct.

Examples of hate crimes may include, but are not limited to, threatening telephone calls, hate mail (including electronic mail), physical assaults, vandalism, destruction of property, and fire bombmings.

Applicable Laws, Ordinances and Regulations

New York State Penal Law specifically forbids hate and bias-related crimes and imposes strict sentences upon those convicted of them. Following is the hate crimes section of the New York State Penal Law.

485.00 Legislative Findings

The legislature finds and determines as follows: criminal acts involving violence, intimidation and destruction of property based upon bias and prejudice have become more prevalent in New York State in recent years. The intolerable truth is that in these crimes, commonly and justly referred to as “hate crimes”, victims are intentionally selected, in whole or in part, because of their race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age, disability or sexual orientation. Hate crimes do more than threaten the safety and welfare of all citizens. They inflict on victims incalculable physical and emotional damage and tear at the very fabric of free society. Crimes motivated by invidious hatred toward particular groups not only harm individual victims but send a powerful message of intolerance and discrimination to all members of the group to which the victim belongs. Hate crimes can and do
intimidate and disrupt entire communities and vitiate the civility that is essential to healthy democratic processes. In a democratic society, citizens cannot be required to approve of the beliefs and practices of others, but must never commit criminal acts on account of them. Current law does not adequately recognize the harm to public order and individual safety that hate crimes cause. Therefore, our laws must be strengthened to provide clear recognition of the gravity of hate crimes and the compelling importance of preventing their recurrence. Accordingly, the legislature finds and declares that hate crimes should be prosecuted and punished with appropriate severity.

485.05 Hate Crimes

1. A person commits a hate crime when he or she commits a specified offense and either:
   a. intentionally selects the person against whom the offense is committed or intended to be committed in whole or in substantial part because of a belief or perception regarding the race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age, disability or sexual orientation of a person, regardless of whether the belief or perception is correct, or
   b. intentionally commits the act or acts constituting the offense in whole or in substantial part because of a belief or perception regarding the race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age, disability or sexual orientation of a person, regardless of whether the belief or perception is correct.

2. Proof of race, color, national origin, ancestry, gender, religion, religious practice, age, disability or sexual orientation of the defendant, the victim or of both the defendant and the victim does not, by itself, constitute legally sufficient evidence satisfying the people’s burden under paragraph (a) or (b) of subdivision one of this section.

3. A “specified offense” is an offense defined by any of the following provisions of this chapter: section 120.00 (assault in the third degree); section 120.05 (assault in the second degree); section 120.10 (assault in the first degree); section 120.12 (aggravated assault upon a person less than eleven years old); section 120.13 (menacing in the first degree); section 120.14 (menacing in the second degree); section 120.15 (menacing in the third degree); section 120.20 (reckless endangerment in the second degree); section 120.25 (reckless endangerment in the first degree); section 121.12 (strangulation in the second degree); section 121.13 (strangulation in the first degree); subdivision one of section 125.15 (manslaughter in the second degree); subdivision one, two or four of section 125.20 (manslaughter in the first degree); section 125.25 (murder in the second degree); section 125.26 (murder in the first degree); section 125.50 (stalking in the fourth degree); section 125.50 (stalking in the third degree); section 125.55 (stalking in the second degree); section 125.60 (stalking in the first degree); subdivision one of section 130.35 (rape in the first degree); subdivision one of section 130.50 (criminal sexual act in the first degree); subdivision one of section 130.65 (sexual abuse in the first degree); paragraph (a) of subdivision one of section 130.67 (aggravated sexual abuse in the second degree); paragraph (a) of subdivision one of section 130.70 (aggravated sexual abuse in the first degree); section 135.05 (unlawful imprisonment in the second degree); section 135.10 (unlawful imprisonment in the first degree); section 135.20 (kidnapping in the second degree); section 135.25 (kidnapping in the first degree); section 135.60 (coercion in the second degree); section 135.65 (coercion in the first degree); section 140.10 (criminal trespass in the third degree); section 140.15 (criminal trespass in the second degree); section 140.17 (criminal trespass in the first
degree); section 140.20 (burglary in the third degree); section 140.25 (burglary in the second degree); section 140.30 (burglary in the first degree); section 145.00 (criminal mischief in the fourth degree); section 145.05 (criminal mischief in the third degree); section 145.10 (criminal mischief in the second degree); section 145.12 (criminal mischief in the first degree); section 150.05 (arson in the fourth degree); section 150.10 (arson in the third degree); section 150.15 (arson in the second degree); section 150.20 (arson in the first degree); section 155.25 (petit larceny); section 155.30 (grand larceny in the fourth degree); section 155.35 (grand larceny in the third degree); section 155.40 (grand larceny in the second degree); section 155.42 (grand larceny in the first degree); section 160.05 (robbery in the third degree); section 160.10 (robbery in the second degree); section 160.15 (robbery in the first degree); section 240.25 (harassment in the first degree); subdivision one, two or four of section 240.30 (aggravated harassment in the second degree); or any attempt or conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing offenses.

4. For purposes of this section:
   a. the term “age” means sixty years old or more
   b. the term “disability” means a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits a major life activity

485.10 Sentencing

1. When a person is convicted of a hate crime pursuant to this article, and the specified offense is a violent felony offense, as defined in section 70.02 of this chapter, the hate crime shall be deemed a violent felony offense.

2. When a person is convicted of a hate crime pursuant to this article and the specified offense is a misdemeanor or a class C, D or E felony, the hate crime shall be deemed to be one category higher than the specified offense the defendant committed, or one category higher than the offense level applicable to the defendant’s conviction for an attempt or conspiracy to commit a specified offense, whichever is applicable.

3. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, when a person is convicted of a hate crime pursuant to this article and the specified offense is a class B felony:
   a. the maximum term of the indeterminate sentence must be at least six years if the defendant is sentenced pursuant to section 70.00 of this chapter
   b. the term of the determinate sentence must be at least eight years if the defendant is sentenced pursuant to section 70.02 of this chapter
   c. the term of the determinate sentence must be at least twelve years if the defendant is sentenced pursuant to section 70.04 of this chapter
   d. the maximum term of the indeterminate sentence must be at least four years if the defendant is sentenced pursuant to section 70.05 of this chapter
   e. the maximum term of the indeterminate sentence or the term of the determinate sentence must be at least ten years if the defendant is sentenced pursuant to section 70.06 of this chapter

4. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, when a person is convicted of a hate crime pursuant to this article and the specified offense is a class A-1 felony, the minimum period of the indeterminate sentence shall be not less than twenty years.
II. Victims of Bias-related Incidents or Hate Crimes

A. What to Do if It Happens to You:
Hate crimes, bias-related incidents, or other emergencies may be reported by dialing Public Safety at extension 2376 or in an emergency by dialing 911, by using any of the emergency-call boxes located in strategic areas around campus, by means of the Public Safety Website (www.siena.edu/publicsafety), where the Anonymous Tips page (www.siena.edu/anonymous) can be found. The emergency-call box locations are identifiable by blue lights hanging above the boxes. Following a call, the department will send a public safety officer immediately to assist the caller or victim. If required or requested, the town or state police will be contacted.

When a hate/bias-related criminal offense, a hate/bias-related incident or other emergency occurs on campus, anyone may report it. Incidents may be reported to Public Safety, the Office of the Dean of Students or Title IX Coordinator/Equal Opportunity Specialist or to any College official who will notify the Title IX Coordinator/Equal Opportunity Specialist.

B. Procedures:
Siena College has a prompt and effective procedure for all members of the College community who believe they have been subject to discrimination or harassment on the basis of race, religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity, national origin, gender, age, disability, or other basis identified in federal or state law. The College reserves the right to investigate and remediate all conduct contrary to Siena College’s Discrimination and Harassment policy, even without receipt of a complaint.

In cases involving illegal or criminal behavior (e.g., rape or assault, hate crimes), the student or employee retains the right to go to the police and will be made aware of that right at the time the complaint is received. In all cases, the student or employee retains the right to pursue civil action. No pressure will be put on an individual to use this procedure instead of pursuing other means of redress.

Information regarding these procedures under the College’s Discrimination and Harassment policy is provided in Siena Life; in the Office of the Dean of Students, Sarazen Student Union, room 302, 518-783-2328; by the Title IX Coordinator/Equal Opportunity Specialist, Sarazen Student Union, room 235, 518-782-6673; or on the Siena Website, https://www.siena.edu/offices/title-ix-eeo/discrimination-harassment-title-vii/

C. Penalties:
Siena College considers hate crimes and bias-related incidents as serious. In addition to any criminal sanctions, individuals found responsible for hate crimes or bias-related incidents are subject to sanctioning in accordance with procedures outlined in the Discrimination and Harassment policy.

D. Support Services and Counseling:
All victims of, or witnesses to, bias-related crimes or incidents are encouraged to avail themselves of college counseling resources. Counseling and support services are available at the Counseling Center, Foy Hall, room 110, 518-783-2342. Additionally, staff in the Dean of Students Office, Office of Accessibility Services, Damietta Cross Cultural Center, Residential Life, Chaplain’s Office, and the Title IX/Equal Opportunity Specialist are prepared to help and support students in this situation.